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THE BEAUT Y IS IN T HE J OUR NEY IT S ELF

This sentiment serves as the core foundation of our educational philosophy,

Journey to Mastery. We believe that Mastery is the achievement of becoming
fluent in a wide range of techniques, and our curriculum is built on this
conviction. The program features three chapters of intensive sessions designed to
create a growth path for stylists to perfect their artistry. The purposeful blend of
core technical skills, editorial inspiration and innovative techniques remains true
to our brand’s ideals, and serves to challenge and awaken the hairdresser. Because
we, at Oribe, feel that the desire for self-growth and continuous learning is
pivotal to elevating one’s artistry. We have orchestrated a collaboration of stylists
with a broad range of backgrounds and skill sets to guide and support stylists
through their journey. Ongoing practice and education will enable stylists to
develop their artistic lens, and ultimately translate any look or technique into a
wearable style behind the chair and in the salon. Join us on our journey of
lifetime learning. Join us on the Journey

to Mastery.

Warm Regards,
Daniel Kaner, Oribe Hair Care Co-founder,
& The Oribe Education Team
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STYLING: CHAPTER I

Essentials
Whether styling behind the chair, backstage, or on set, the essential
foundations must be fully understood in order to be mastered.
We have curated the most fundamental classic and modern techniques,
all of which can be incorporated into a stylist’s daily work and become
the core of their artistry throughout their career. Each of these two-day
sessions are designed for individuals eager to learn new techniques or
polish existing skills.
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CHAPTER I / ESSENTIALS

Foundations
Styled on their own or used as a base for
an updo, these techniques are crucial to all
aspects of hairdressing. This comprehensive
two-day session will guide you step-by-step
through the core foundations essential to
both classic and modern hairdressing.

Setting
Gain a comprehensive understanding of iron
work in this intensive class, designed to explore
a wide range of techniques. From effortless
waves to classic sets, all are equally stunning
on their own or when used to enhance texture
for an upstyle.
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Braiding
This highly intensive session was conceived
by Global Ambassador James Pecis and features
his favored approach to braiding. This two-day
workshop covers both essential and advanced
techniques, for fast and flawless execution.
Stylists will leave with confidence and a
comprehensive understanding of braiding.

Weft Extensions
Learn a versatile approach to incorporating
weft extensions into a variety of wearable looks.
Stylists will explore the art of adding wefts to
existing hair, creating dramatic changes for
the salon, special occasions or editorial styling.
Master these progressive techniques that relate
to all types of extension applications.
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STYLING: CHAPTER II

Runway
to Salon
Build on the Essentials experience to create wearable looks that draw
inspiration from the latest editorial and runway styles. Stylists will learn
to translate each aspect into his or her work, tailoring the looks to fit
their client’s personal taste. All styles are designed to be executed
within a standard appointment.
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C H A P T E R II / R U N W A Y T O S A L O N

Retro Elegance
A modern take on classic styling, this session
explores timeless, sophisticated upstyles
specifically designed for formal occasions.
Using a comprehensive set of advanced
techniques, stylists will create two red
carpet-worthy looks, ideal for the client who
wants to arrive looking poised and confident.

Modern Bride
Explore the essential components of bridal styling.
Attendees will learn how to take the bride from
ceremony to reception and the transition between in
the most efficient way possible, gaining confidence
in their ability to create lasting upstyles and learn the
power of creating a strong set. Educators will provide
feedback on conducting a thorough bridal consultation,
setting a manageable timeline, determining your
bride’s aesthetic, exploring options for the bridal party,
and multiple technical components.
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STYLING: CHAPTER III

Editorial
(Ob)sessions
Dive headfirst into this highly advanced, inspirational series designed
to give a behind-the-scenes look into the world of session styling.
The techniques are comprised of the collective knowledge of editorial
masters who have generously shared their insider knowledge over
the years. The workshops in Chapter III are designed to boost creativity
and enhance one’s artistry and creative scope.
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C H A P T E R III / E D I T O R I A L ( O B ) S E S S I O N S

Editorial (Ob)sessions
with James Pecis
Specially crafted by James Pecis, this intimate two-day
intensive workshop with our Global Ambassador
features an exploration of the creative process behind
conceptualizing a photo shoot and transitioning looks
on set. Perfect for stylists interested in the world of
session work, this offering is also a unique opportunity
to learn from one of today’s great editorial stylists.
Class includes demonstrations by James, hands-on
workshop with live models and a photo shoot.
Stylists will leave with professional images to add
to their portfolio.

Runway Report:
Spring/Summer
An in-depth review of the latest Fashion Week
trends fresh off of the international runways.
Stylists will explore, analyze and replicate the
season’s most buzzworthy creations with the help
of the Oribe editorial team. Consider it a front row
seat to the entire Spring/Summer season.
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Runway Report:
Autumn/Winter
An in-depth review of the latest Fashion Week
trends fresh off of the international runways.
Stylists will explore, analyze and replicate the
season’s most buzzworthy creations with the help
of the Oribe editorial team. Consider it a front row
seat to the entire Autumn/Winter season.
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Cutting
“My philosophy for cutting hair has always involved simple lines and classic shapes.
The complicated part of my technique is all of the thinking and feeling throughout
the process…You have to put everything you have into each of your haircuts.
It’s critical to feel the movement of the hair, to push it in the desired direction as if
you were styling while cutting…I often feel my way through a cut. Once you have
developed the confidence, haircutting and styling become intuitive…” - Oribe
Oribe Hair Care’s cutting method is highly visual and focuses on developing
a stylist’s intuition and ability to create timeless, versatile looks. Our exclusive
collection of cutting classes offers stylists the opportunity to explore a wide range
of techniques, ranging from the ultimate classics to the freshly modern. These
techniques allow stylists to define what is necessary to suit any hair texture and
head shape and can be used to personalize any haircut, whether it’s a subtle
adjustment or a complete makeover.
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CHAPTER I / ORIGINS

Introduction to Cutting
An introduction to the Oribe brand’s method of using the
razor & scissor. This two-day intensive is intended for
beginners or stylists who are fearful of using a razor to cut
a line. The goal is for stylists to become more comfortable
handling the tools and achieving accuracy with the
techniques. Attendees will focus heavily on theory
followed by rudimentary cutting drills on wefts to increase
fluidity with both tools. On the second day, attendees will
have live models to create a one-length line with
face-framing and in some cases an option to add bangs.

Foundations of Grooming
An introduction to the Oribe brand’s perspective on
grooming. This two-day intensive will focus heavily on
in-salon style services, covering the value of a
purposeful consultation as an asset toward achieving
the desired result. Attendees will take a comprehensive
look into the array of tools included in a full grooming kit,
in addition to learning when, why, and how to use them.
The class will also cover proper styling techniques and
product selection for short haircuts. Both days feature
demonstrations and hands-on sessions.
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CHAPTER II / LOOKS

Unstructured Bob
A versatile cut that is appealing for a variety
of textures, the Unstructured Bob is a free-form
approach of working with your hands and a
razor to create movement and reduce bulk.
The amount of texture created is essential to
maintaining corners and a strong line, staying
true to a sculpted bob. This class is visual and
tactile in its approach, foregoing the use of
combs and developing one’s trained eye.

Classic Graduation
This class explores the core foundations of
graduation, resulting in a soft, modern, wearable
take on a classic cut. This class will demonstrate
how to build a graduated shape using a razor to
expose the hairline, while maintaining a strong
corner in front. For a more intensive and
hands-on experience, we recommend stylists
attend the extended Journey to Mastery course
offered in our academy.
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CHAPTER II / LOOKS

Inner-Layer
The Inner-Layer technique is designed for clients
who want the benefits of layering without losing
length. This foundational technique allows for
the removal of weight while simultaneously
strengthening to create movement and the illusion
of seamless layers. The Inner-Layer is highly
adaptable to all lengths and can be applied to
any haircut. While we use scissors in class, this
technique can also be applied to razor cutting.

Modern Shag
Our interpretation of the iconic Shag utilizes
the razor as a tool to create movement and
effortless layers. The bangs are the focal point
of this cut, versatile in length and a guide for
determining the surrounding layers. Adaptable
to personal style, the look can span from soft
and feminine to strong and bold.
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Essential Curls
This class demonstrates how to create space to
enhance curls and release weight, without
deconstructing the curl pattern. It is a
technique that is adaptable to all curl types and
can be applied to wet or dry hair. This class will
explore interior weight-removal using scissors,
and a notching technique to provide
inner-support for the shape.

The Hybrid
This class demonstrates the transition from short
graduation into square layers - the perfect cut for clients
who want to go short while maintaining length on top.
The cut is versatile in its chosen length or technique,
which include low or steep graduation, bangs, and
creating versatility in the top for styling options. This class
features advanced techniques such as undercutting and
square layering, using a combination of the razor and
scissors. For a more intensive and hands-on experience,
we recommend stylists attend the extended Journey to
Mastery course offered in our academy.
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Ways
To Book
WITH YOUR OHCPRO ACCOUNT

OHCPRO.COM OR ORIBE.COM/JOURNEY

Contact us
E: EDUCATION@ORIBE.COM
P: 212.687.3282

